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Abstract

Frequency-voltage cooperative power control (FVC)
is considered a powerful method to reduce the power
consumption of a program, because it utilizes the
information of software loads dynamically. The authors
first show through a mathematical analysis that FVC with
only two frequency-voltage setsis sufficient for current lowVdd CPU chips. Then we show an experimentalresult that
FVC feedback control on an MPEG4 video decoder can
reducethe power to one-fourth.
Introduction

Power consumption has become one of the major
problems in VLSI design, as the integration scale grows
larger, especially in chips for mobile application. To
reduce the power, many hardware and software techniques
have been introduced. Frequency-voltage cooperative
power control (FVC) is one technique, which lowers both
clock frequency (F) and power supply voltage (V) when
lower speed is required[l][2]. Though this technique is
effective becauseboth low F and V reduce the power, it
requires an additional circuit with an LSI to lower them.
This causesa new design problem; how to specify values of
F and V From this mathematical investigation, we have
derived a designrule that solvesthis problem.
1. Modeling the frequency-power

(F-P) relationship

We first define the frequency-power (F-P)
characteristics of a LSI chip. Fig.1 shows a typical F-P
characteristic curve showing the minimum power
consumption of a chip when its operation clock frequency
(F) is given. In the case of an LSI design, the F-P curve
dependson many design parameters. We assumethe curve
can be modeledby (1).
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Fig. 1 assumedF-P relation

Fig.2 evaluation of power loss
at Fi and betweenF2 and F 1

The curve consists of two parts: the left half is a straight line
beginning at the origin, and the right half is an algebraic
curve of order y . Both halves meet at the point defined as
i?equency Fm. In the left half, the power is linearly
proportional to frequency, meaning that the operation
voltage is constant, becauseany LSI chip has a minimum
operation voltage (Vmin). In the right half, the operation
voltage increases in accordance with frequency. Both F
and V affects power, which thus increaseswith an order y
greater than 1.O. Though there is no physical evidencethat
supportsuse of(l), through our experiencewe consider that
it is good enough for modeling a real chip.
2. F-P relationship

on discrete clock frequency

Fig. 1 assumesthat F and V can be set to any value or
can be changed continuously. This requires a large circuit
and is not practical in LSIs for commercial use. We thus
assume that the clock frequencies are defined discretely,
namely, Fl, F2, F3, and so on. Then the F-P curve is
representedas the dashed line in Fig.1, i.e., approximating
the curve piecewise-linearly with nodes at the defined
frequencies [1][2]. Fig.2 shows how we can evaluate the
power loss in the discrete clock frequency (DCF) condition.
The chip can complete the task requiring Fi with the power
Pi ideally. However, it consumesreal power Pr becauseof
DCF, and the ratio of Pi to Pr gives us the relative power
loss.

3. Power loss calculation
As our goal is to determine the frequency set Fl, F2,
F3, . . . .. we introduce some more definitions next. First,
the highest frequency Fl is given a priori, according to the
requirements for an application or to the circuit
specification. Second, we introduce a new parameter P
representing the ratio Fl/F2 so that we can determine F2
corn Fl. (F3 and latter onescan be determined in the same
manner if required.) Third, the “junction point frequency’
Fm is representedimplicitly as in (2) and (5). After these
definitions we derive two equations: the maximum power
loss and the averageone, both is relative to the ideal.
Becausethe F-P curve model (1) is homogeneous,we
can exclude the parametersk and k’ Tom the expressionsof
relative power loss shown below.
A. Maximum loss
Relative loss R, equalsto Pi-/Pi, at each F is given by
(2), where the F is implicitly represented by (Y, i.e.,
normalized by F2 (Fm d F assumedhere):
R(c~)=(~~~(Kfl-fi~)+
CY~-’(/37-K))/(j?-l)
where K = (Fm / F2)‘-’ , (Y = F2 /F

(2)

To find the maximum power we differentiate (2) with QI
and find the zero of the differential. The result (y.o is
representedas (3):
@‘-l-K)
ao =(r-l)(B’--)/y/3
(3)
Substituting (y. of (2) by (3) gives the maximum loss.

B. Average loss
It is considered useful to know the average loss of a
DCF control, for Fi may vary widely in a real application.
When there are many tasks that require certain Fi, namely,
Fi(l), Fi(2), and so on. Our aim is to computethe ratio:
~Pr(Fi(n))/

FPi(Fi(n))

pY-‘)(1--1/B)
2P7-‘(l-llP7+1)

TABLE 1 POWERLOSS RATIO
(a)

Fm = FZ

(b) Fm =
(Fl+F2) /2

5. Applying the design rule to MPEG4 power control
To confirm our power loss evaluation we adaptedan
FV-control method to a Hitachi SH-4 CPU chip running an
MPEG-4 decoder. The decoder is software-implemented
except the video-IO. To changethe F and V dynamically a
“voltage-hopping algorithm” was attached to the decoder
program[3]. Tab. 2 lists the F-P characteristicsof the CPU,
it shows that y is 1.6 (i.e., less than 2.5, the criterion), so
/.I of 2.0 is appropriate. Fl is selected as 2OOMHz,the
highest tiequency for an SH-4. F2 becomes 1OOMHz
accordingly. This F2 is already under Fm, so additional
frequenciesare not required except zero, the sleepmode.
Tab. 2 also lists the operation statistics when a typical
MPEG-4 stream (31.0% average load) is input. From this
statistics we estimate the power reduction ratio as 22.6%
from the original. With referring Tab. 1 again, we can
conclude the ratio can never be under 20% even if an ideal
(continuous) FV generatorcircuit is attachedto the SH-4.

(4)

However, if the Fi’s are distributed in the range t?om F2 to
Fl uniformly, the two sums in (4) can be approximated by
the area under the curve; i.e., the ideal power consumption
by the hatched area in Fig.2, and the real one by that of the
trapezoid ABCD. Thus we can get (5), where Fm position
is normalized by Fl :
py-‘( y+l)(l+llB
( y+l)(llp2-l/B2)+

power reduction with only 13% average loss. Under
condition (b) (Fm at the midst of Fl and F2) the power loss
is much worse, though, it still remains around 20%, which is
considered acceptable for most LSI design. The authors
recommendthat 6 of 2.0 is appropriatefor an FV-control.

where
p =Fm/Fl

(5)

4. Numerical results
Tab. 1 lists the calculatedpower loss from (3) and (5),
for typical P , y and Fm. In the table, the ratio is
represented;i.e., 1.00meansno power degradation. Under
condition (a) (Fm equalsto F2), considering that y seldom
exceeds2.5, we can conclude that B of 2.0 is enough for

TABLE 2 FV-CONTROL OF AN MPEG-4 DECODER
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